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CHINA’S HI-TECH DICTATORSHIP AND WHAT
IT MEANS FOR THE REST OF THE WORLD
In China’s shiny new ‘Smart Cities’, citizens can scarcely cross the road
or buy an orange without the Party knowing, and posting a satirical
online comment about President Xi’s Winnie-the-Pooh-like features can
land you in jail.
A generation after the tanks rolled into Tiananmen Square, China’s autocratic leaders are using powerful new technologies to create the largest
and most effective surveillance state the world has ever seen.
This is a journey into a land where Big Brother has acquired a whole new
set of toys with which to control and cajole – ‘harmonise’ – the masses.
It is also a warning against Western complacency. Beijing is already
finding eager buyers for its ‘Operating System for Dictators’ – in Africa
and Asia, Russia and the Middle East. And with China’s corporate giants
– all ultimately under Party control – being offered a place at the heart of
Europe’s vital infrastructure, it is time we paid attention.
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Kai Strittmatter has studied China for more than 30
years. For over a decade he lived and worked there
as a correspondent for the national broadsheet
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the country prior to publication of this book. He
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‘One thing is certain:
the greatest challenge for
western democracies in
the coming decades will
not be Russia, but China.’
KAI STRITTMATTER

‘The unholy alliance of Artificial Intelligence with an unscrupulous
human intelligence – this is the dark subject on which Strittmatter
shines a much-needed light. His book should be read by everyone, not
just those interested in China’ FAZ
• MAJOR SERIAL IN THE SUNDAY TIMES MAGAZINE 2.6.19
• Author appearing at the EDINBURGH FESTIVAL in August
• Published on the 30-year anniversary of the Tiananmen
Square massacre (4 June)
• A bestseller in Germany, this edition is specially adapted for
the English-language market.
• AI, surveillance, and the ‘back-door’: the most salient topics
of our time.
• The first major book dealing with the implications of China’s
brand of hi-tech authoritarianism, not just within China but
for the world.
• Strittmatter knows China from the inside, having worked
there as a foreign correspondent for over a decade. His book is
enlivened by the voices of hundreds of ordinary Chinese people –
as well as some of the extraordinary few who are daring to resist.
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